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saab 9-3 is the ultimate safety package, with the features of a full-size luxury car. the 12.3-inch
fixed-cluster instrumentation display, immaculate ergonomics and integrated three-zone climate

control combine to create an environment that is tailored for driving pleasure. with the saab
adaptive cruise control, the driver can choose from up to four steering modes with different cruise

control characteristics to suit the driving conditions and the road ahead. lanchester electronic
suspension includes three modes: comfort, sport and road; a function that adjusts the front-axle
dampers depending on whether the car is driving on a rough road, an icy road or a tarmac road.
the innovative saab ride and handling system provides superior body control and active, active
damping. the system includes various dampers, which can be set individually for the different

handling modes, as well as the variable-ratio front and rear hydraulic steering system that can be
set to make the car more responsive. the system also incorporates a refined version of the anti-
lock brakes, a brake-shift assistant function that allows the driver to change gears without brake

pressure, and the emergency brake-force warning indicator. the saab ride control enables the
driver to change the suspension's damping characteristics with the touch of a button. exclusive to

saab 9-5 is adaptive air suspension. the system's various damping modes and choice of air springs,
hydraulically compensated springs and solid cushions provide five modes of suspension including

drive, ride, comfort, sport and strict.
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it's time to take charge, even during the commute. the fully-linked steering wheel and instrument
cluster display provide the driver with an informative, in-depth display of information. the driver
can control the functions of the infotainment system via the steering wheel and the large colour

display in the centre of the instrument panel. the central control elements can also be operated by
touch. the load is distributed effectively and the improved vacuum guidance system gives the

driver the benefit of a comfortable ride. the c4 is available with two optional air suspension kits – a
standard spring and optional dry springs. the optional air suspension with dry springs, selected by

the driver at the time of purchase, allows the driver to benefit from increased ride comfort and
convenience during long journeys. the upright steering wheel is optionally available. before the

introduction of the 'x', the xcd had an analogue display located in the middle of the dash and this
was, even then, perceived by many as rather dull, says simon. the screen itself was also perceived
as rather dull in colour, always appearing to be 'a little greenish', says simon. the xcd had the same
theme as the x, which was quite appropriate given their matching silhouettes, he says. we are the
best supplier and seller of saab 9-3 car navigation system & dvd player in europe. we are proud of

the way we have managed to offer you the best prices in the market for such a well known car
model, the new saab 9-3. the saab 9-3 car navigation system 2010 dvd eastern and western
europe you can get at our site is a perfect example of how we always try to provide the best

customer service and fast delivery worldwide. if you are looking for saab 9-3 car navigation system
& dvd player in a dealer or any other store which is not offering you the lowest prices and the best
quality of the same, please contact our experienced customer support staff who will help you find

the perfect saab 9-3 car navigation system & dvd player. 5ec8ef588b
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